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“The fruit she carries is tempting...
Will the apple be eaten, or not?”
Design by William Brand

January 2017, Naarden, The Netherlands
To be human, is to be aware that there are forces greater than ourselves. From the majestic power of nature, until the longings
deep within our soul. With an elegant twist, although with an undeniable force behind it, the new Eve is crafted. The fruit she
carries is tempting… Will the apple be eaten, or not?

With EVE, William Brand goes back to the beginnings of humanity and the figures Adam and Eve. A collection of handmade lighting
sculptures is born. EVE challenges you, she is an object of desire.

Eve tells us the story of the creation of mankind:
Adam and Eve and the temptation of eating the forbidden apple. Eve is designed as a tree structure, carrying several light globes as her
fruit. Each globe stands for a choice we humans can make, yet also allows for rays of light. The collection knows
three models, round, oval and conical. All models are available in the finishes copper, nickel, brass, bronze, white matt
and black matt.

William Brands comments on his work:
With EVE I tried to create a sophisticated yet tranquil object, perfectly crafted with a
rich finish. This design asks for interaction. She invites her beholders to slow down,
pause and be still. She dares you to free your ideas and spur conversations with others.
That’s why Eve needs to be placed in environments where people get together and sit
with each other: a dining table, a study, a lounge or maybe even a bedroom. Around Eve
I see affection, luxury, calm and the great outdoors.

With Eve the beauty of life started. A life which means having a free will and consequently
also making good or less good choices. Or, as the ancient stories tell us, the start of life
also meant the start of temptations. Will the apple be eaten, or not...

William Brand
designer / owner

William was trained as an artist and an architect. He graduated at the Utrecht School of Arts.

As an award-winning furniture designer he for many years designed buildings and interiors for
fashion brands, including the headquarters of BRAND VAN EGMOND. His interior designs
are always minimalist, in contrast to his lighting designs which have a powerful sculptural
presence. He considers his lighting objects the cherry on the cake.

His way of working is quite specific. Immediately after defining the concept he starts working
in the workshop like a sculptor; experimenting and crafting while having the object grow in his
hands, often with unexpected results. Therefore the journey is just as exciting and important
as the destination.
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